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This invention appertains to bathroom appli- Figure 5 is an enlarged, detail, sectional view 
ances, and more particularly to toilets of the gen- taken on the line 5-5 of Figure l, looking in the 
eral type illustrated in my Patent No. 1,931,052, direction of the arrows, illustrating one means 
issued to me October 17, 1933. employed for resiliently mounting the motor and 

5 (lne of the primary objects of my invention is fan in place. 5 
to provide novel means for constructing a venti- Figure 6 is a fragmentary, vertical, sectional 
lated toilet in such a manner that all objection- view through a slightly modified form of my 
able odors will be carried oil' from the toilet bowl toilet, the View being taken on the line 6--6 of 
to the drain pipe while the toilet is in use, and Figure '1, looking in the direction of the arrows. 

l0 all danger of foul odors seeping back from the Figure 'l is a transverse, sectional view taken l0 
drain pipe into a room is eliminated. on the line 1_1 of Figure 6, looking in the di 
Another salient object of my invention is the rection of the arrows. 

provision of a ventilated toilet bowl having a Figure 8 is a detail sectional view taken on 
water seal or trap chamber therein for the foul the line 8--8 of Figure 9, looking in the direc 

15 odors, with means for normally preventing the tion of the arrows, illustrating the means of in- 15 
escaping of all odors or gases therefrom, means corporatlng the fan and motor in a compartment 
being provided for creating a pressure in said formed integral with the water tank or reservoir. 
chamber to force gases containing foul odors Figure 9 is a sectional View through the wa 
collected in said chamber to the drain pipe. ter tank or reservoir, taken on the line 9-9 of 

20 Another important object of my invention is Figure 8, looking in the direction of the arrows. 20 
the provision of an electric motor and fan for Figure l0 is a. detail, horizontal, sectional view 
taking the gases from the bowl and for creating taken on the line I 0--20 of Figure 9, looking in 
pressure in said water seal trap chamber and for the direction oi’ the arrows, showing the corn 
mounting the motor and fan in such a manner pertinent formed in the water tank and the 

25 that the same will be normally hidden from view. means for mounting the fan and motor in said 25 
A further object of my invention is the pro- compartment. 

vision of novel means for mounting the fan and Referring to the drawings in detail, wherein 
motor on the toilet in such a manner that noise similar reference characters designate corre 
and vibrations will be reduced to a minimum. spending parts throughout the several views, the 
A still further object of my invention is to letter T generally indicates my improved venti- 30 

provide a. ventilated toilet of the above charac- lated toilet, which comprises a. toilet bowl I5, 
ter, which will be durable and efficient in use, having communicating therewith, through a wa 
and one in which the parte are compactly and ter seal or trap I8, a'drain pipe I7. This drain 

„ conveniently arranged. pipe I1 is connected through the medium of a 
With these and other objects in view, the in» suitable coupling (not shown) with the drain 

vention consists in the novel construction. ar- pipe of a building. ’ 
rangement, and formation oi' parts, as will be The upper end oi' the bowl I5 has formed there 
hereinafter more speciiically described, claimed, in a. flush ring I8. The :hush ring I8 has com 
and illustrated in the accompanying drawings, municating therewith a plurality of outlet aper 

40 in which drawings: tures I 9, and Ithe flush ring communicates with 40 
Figure 1 is a vertical sectional view through the main water outletl 20 of the ilush tank 2l. 

my complete ventilated toilet, the view being This outlet 2li also communicates through an en 
taken substantially on the line I~| of Figure 2, larged passageway 22 with the body of the bowl 
looking in the direction of the arrows. I5. The flush tank 2i can be formed integral 
Figure 2 is a transverse sectional view through with or separated from the bowl I5. The pas- 45 

the toilet, taken on the line 2-2 of Figure l, look- sageway 20 can be controlled in the usual or any 
lng in the direction of the arrows. preferred manner by a valve 23. 

Figure 3 is an enlarged, detail, sectional view In accordance with my invention, I form in the 
illustrating the means for automatically closing rear end of the'bowl in back of the outlet or drain Y 

50 the circuit through the electric motor when pres~ pipe I'l and the passageway 22, a water seal or 50 
sure is applied to the seat of the toilet. trap chamber 253, and this chamber is adapted to 
Figure 4 is a horizontal sectional view taken be supplied with water through a small pipe 25, 

on the line 4_4 of Figure 1, looking inthe di- which extends down toward the bottom of the 
recticn of the arrows, illustrating the means of chamber and opens into the passageway 22. y 
incorporating the vent pipe with the drain pipe. Thus, when thepassageway 22 is supplied with 55 
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water, water will also be supplied to the trap 
chamber 
Leading from the trap chamber 24 at the de 

sii-ed water level is a vent pipe 25. This vent 
pipe 28 is carried into the discharge or drain 
pipe i? adjacent the lower end thercoi’. and, it 
desired, this vent pipe 28 can be of an oval shape 
in cross-section, and the inner wall of the dis 
charge or drain pipe il can be hollowed out to 
receive the saine. This will make a smooth in 
ner drain pipe contour, so that foreign objects 
will not adhere to the pipe. 

Also extending into the trap chamber 24 
through the upper wall thereof is an inverted 
gooseneck pipe 2l. which forms a water seal or 
trap. The free end of the pipe 2l' extends slight 
ly above the upper end of the vent pipe 26, 
and. if desired, a splash plate 28 can be arranged 
in front of the open end of the vent pipe, so that 
if undue disturbance is caused in the water of 
the chamber, the water will not have a tendency 
to unduly drain from the chamber through said 
pipe 2E. 
In the form of my invention shown in Figures 

l to 5 inclusive, the usual or conventional type 
or" flush tank 2i is employed. and in accordance 
with my invention, I place in said tank at the 
desired point, a casing 29 for housing the elec 
tric motor 3S and the fan 3i. The casing 29 is 
provided with a removable cover 32 above the 
water line of the ñush tank, so that entrance 
into the casing can be had when necessary or 
desirable. 
To reduce noise and vibration, the casing is 

` suspended in the flush tank by means of shock 
absorbing coil springs. Certain springs 32’ can 
be disposed between the bottom of the casing 
2S and the ilush tank, and certain springs 33 
can be arranged between the front of the casing 
29 and the front wall of the flush tank. Other 
springs 34 can be arranged between the rear 
wall or" the casing and the rear wall of the flush 
tank. 
In order to further reduce noise and vibra 

tion, the fan and motor 3i) and 3i are arranged 
together as a unit, and this unit is then sus 
pended in the casing by means of coil springs 35, 
as is clearly shown in Figures l and 2. The in 
take oi the fan 3i has connected thereto a 
suction pipe 3l, which leads into the toilet bowl 
and communicates with the chamber 22, so that 
when the fan is running. a suction will be cre 
ated in the bowl through the openings I9 and 
the flush ring i8. The outlet of the fan is con 
nected to a pipe 3S, which leads to the goose 
neck El. The inlet and outlet pipes 3l' and 38 
have incorporated in their lengths. at the de 
sired points flexible couplings 39. These cou 
plings prevent vibrations and noise from being 
transmitted from the motor and ian to the cas 
ing 29, and from the casing 29 to the flush tank 
and bowl. In order to insure the proper ñlling 
of the gooseneck with water to form the water 
seal. one branch thereof has formed therein a 
small opening 4G below the normal water level 
in said trap chamber 24. 
The usual fiush tank pipe 4i can be provided 

with a water trap 42. which prevents the draw 
ing of air through the pipe while the fan is in 
operation. Thus, all of the air is sucked from 
the bowl through the flush ring. 
The circuit to the electric motor 3D can be 

closed in any preferred manner, and the cur 
rent for operating the motor can be derived from 
the house circuit. In order to make the opera 
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tion or the device automatic, I propose to close 
a switch to the motor 30 when the pressure is 
placed upon the seat 43 of the toilet bowl. 
The seat 43 at its rear end is provided with 

hanger hinges 44, which are mounted upon hinge 
pins 45. These hinge pins are carried by brack 
ets 46 slidably mounted on the top of the bowl. 
The brackets 46 are normally held in a raised 
position by expansion Coil springs 4'! placed about 
the brackets and confined between shoulders 48 
on the brackets and the top of the bowl. One of 
the brackets 48 is employed as the Operating 
device for the switch, and, consequently, this 
bracket is guided in a sleeve or bearing 49 car 
ried by the top of the bowl i5. The lower end 
of the sleeve 49 has firmly secured thereto an 
insulating housing 5B. Firmly secured to the 
lower wall of the insulating housing is an elec 
tric contact 5I and a companion Contact 52 is 
carried by, but insulated from the sliding brack 
et. The contacts 5| and 52 have electrically con 
nected thereto current-conducting wires 53 and 
54. These wires can be led through a conduit 
55 disposed in the flush tank 2l, and the con 
duit, in turn, can lead into the casing 29 to the 
motor. This conduit can also be provided with 
a iiexible coupling 56, so that vibrations will 
not be transferred along the length of the pipe. 
Gbviously, at a desired point, electrical connec 
tions can be made with the electrical wires 53 
and 54 with the wires of the house circuit. 
In operation of my improved device, when pres 

sure is placed upon the seat 43, the rod 46 carry 
ing the contact 52 will be lowered, and this con 
tact will be carried into engagement with the 
contact 5i, and the circuit will be automatically 
closed with the motor 30. The fan 3| will draw 
all objectionable odors from the bowl through 
the flush ring, and air containing the foul odors 
will be forced under pressure into the chamber 
24. This pressure will blow the water out of 
the gooseneck 21, and the air containing the foul 
odors will be forced into the pipe 26, and thence 
into the drain pipe. As soon as the circuit is 
broken, the fan 3i will cease its operation, and, 
consequently, the pressure in the chamber 24 
will be relieved. The Water seal will again be 
formed in the pipe 21 by ñowing into the pipe 
through the opening 40. 
By this construction and' arrangement, a sim 

ple and inexpensive means is provided for carry 
ing orf of vile odors Without any danger of foul 
gases leaking back into a room from the toilet 
bowl. 

If preferred, an expansion spring 5l can be 
interposed between the contacts 5| and 52 to 
insure the normal operation thereof, and means 
is employed for insuring the proper insulation 
of the spring from the contacts. 
In Figures l and 2, I have shown the fan and 

motor mounted in a casing within the flush tank. 
Some manufacturers may desire to form the ñush 
tank, the bowl, and the compartment for the fan 
and motor, as well as the trap chamber, all in 
one piece. 
In Figures 6 and 7, I have illustrated one con 

venient arrangement of this type. As shown in 
these two figures, the bowl and flush tank 60 and 
Si, at their point of juncture and at the rear face 
thereof, are provided with a compartment 62. * 
This compartment 52 opens out through the rear 
of the bowl and tank, and can be normally closed 
by a removable cover plate 63. In this compart 
ment is disposed the niotor 64 and fan 65. The 
motor and ian unit is suspended in the compart 
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ment by the use of suitable coil springs 6B, which 
are disposed at the desired appropriate points. 
The intake pipe El for the fan communicates with 
the iiush chamber 60 of the bowl, so that a suction 
will be formed in said chamber and in the flush 
ring 68. This pipe 61 is formed relatively high so 
as to eliminate back pressure therein. The outlet 
B9 of the fan communicates with the trap cham~ 
ber 10 through a gooseneck 1I. The chamber 10 
is supplied with water from the flush chamber 60 
through the medium of a pipe 12. The outlet 
from the compartment 'I0 includes a short length 
of pipe ‘13, which communicates with a second 
chamber 'lll formed in the bowl, and the said 
second chamber then communicates with the 
drain pipe ’i5 by a short length of tubing 16. 
This form of my invention operates the same as 
that form just previously described. 
In Figures 8 to l0 inclusive, I have illustrated 

an arrangement whereby a compartment can be 
formed integral with a flush tank 80. As shown 
in the mentioned figures, the rear wall of the flush 
tank 8D can have built thereon an enclosing wall 
3i, which wall, cooperating with the rear wall of 
the flush tank and the bottom wall of the flush 
tank, forms a compartment 82 for the motor 83 
and the fan 84. The motor and fan unit is sus 
pended in the compartment by springs 85, and 
the inlet and outlet of the fan is connected with 
the other parts of my ventilated toilet in the same 
manner as the two forms of my invention previ 
ously described. 

In all instances, the inlet and outlet tubes and 
other pipes leading from the fan and motor have 
flexible couplings incorporated therein. 
Changes in details may be made without de 

parting from the spirit or the scope of my in 
vention, but what I claim as new is: 

l. A ventilated toilet comprising, a bowl having 
a water basin therein and a drain pipe below the 
basin and communicating therewith, means for 
creating a suction in said bowl above the water 
basin including an electric motor and a fan, a 
closed trap chamber, means for supplying water 
to a predetermined level to said trap chamber 
upon the flushing of the bowl, a vent pipe entirely 
independent of the motor and fan connecting the 
chamber with the drain pipe and extending a pre» 
determined distance into said chamber, an in 
verted gooseneck disposed in said chamber hav 
ing one end extending above the normal water 
level in said chamber and its other end communi 
eating with the discharge of the fan, whereby 
upon operation of the fan and the creation of the 
suction in the bowl, a pressure will be created in 
the trap chamber to force gases through the vent 
pipe, said gooseneck having a water entrance 
therein to insure the forming of a water seal 
therein. 

2. In a ventilated toilet, a ñush tank having an 
integral compartment formed in the interior 
thereof, an electric motor and suction fan re 
siliently suspended in said compartment, and a 
cover for the flush tank closing said compart 
ment. , 

3. A toilet bowl having a discharge pipe, means 
including a motor and fan for creating a suction 
in said bowl, a closed trap chamber having the 
outlet ol the ian communicating therewith above 

3 
the water level therein for delivering foul odors 
from the bowl to the trap chamber and for creat 
ing a pressure in said trap chamber, means for 
supplying water to a predetermined level in said 
chamber, and an outlet tube entirely independent 
of the motor and fan communicating'with the 
closed trap chamber above said water level lead 
ing to said drain pipe, whereby to conduct gases 
from said closed trap chamber when pressure 
is built up therein by said fan. 

4. A toilet bowl having a 'drain pipe, means for 
creating a suction in the bowl including a fan and 
motor, a closed trap chamber, means for supply 
ing water to said chamber during the flushing of 
the bowl, a discharge pipe entirely independent 
of the motor and fan extending into the chamber 
a predetermined distance and communicating 
with the drain pipe for conducting gases from the 
trap chamber upon the building up of a pressure 
in said trap chamber, an inverted ‘gooseneck dis 
posed in said trap chamber forming a trap, and 
means connecting the outlet or" the fan with one 
end of the gooseneck, the other end of the goose 
neck terminating above the water level inthe trap 
chamber, whereby upon operation of the motor 
and fan and the creation of a suction in the bowl, 
a pressure will be built up in the trap chamber, 
whereby to Vent the trap chamber through the 
discharge pipe, said gooseneck preventing the 
back Iiow of gases into the fan when the fan and 
motor are inactive. 

5. In a ventilated toilet including a chamber, 
an electric motor and a suction fan for with 
drawing foul odors from the toilet bowl arranged 
within the chamber and entirely free from the 
walls thereof, and coil springs connecting the 
motor and fan to the walls of the compartment, 
whereby independent movement of the motor and 
fan relative to the compartment is permitted. 

6. In a ventilated toilet having a compartment, 
an electric motor and suction fan unit for with 
drawing odors from the toilet bowl housed within 
said compartment and entirely free from the walls 
of the compartment, vertical springs resiliently 
connecting the motor and fan to certain walls of 
the compartment, and horizontal tension springs 
connecting the motor and fan to certain other 
walls of the compartment. 

7. In a ventilated toilet including a bowl and a 
flush tank, a. housing arranged within the flush 
tank and spaced from the walls of the flush tank, 
resilient springs suspending the housing within 
the flush tank, and an electric motor and suction 
fan unit disposed within the housing in spaced 
relation to the walls thereof for creating a suc 
tion within the bowl, and resilient springs sus 
pending the motor and suction fan within the 
housing. 

8. In a ventilated toilet having a compartment, 
an electric drive motor and suction fan unit dis 
posed in the compartment in spaced relation to 
the walls thereof, a rigid suction pipe for connec 
tion with the bowl of the toilet, a rigid outlet pipe, 
flexible resilient couplings connecting the outlet 
and inlet of the fan to said rigid pipes, and springs 
for resiliently suspending the motor and suction 
fan within the compartment. 

HARRY BAITHER. 
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